What works for you – (or) Tightrope walking at 72
Malcolm Cook, 72 is a retired Baptist Minister who is diabetic and asthmatic. In normal
times Malcolm would go to an exercise class in a village hall and also go to the gym 2-3
times per week enjoying the variety of rowing, cycling, using the treadmill which he found
quite energetic. He also clearly enjoys gardening as we met him for a chat in his colourful,
floral garden in Kidlington.
Since the start of the pandemic, many people took up walking but this wasn’t an option; due
to his health conditions Malcolm wasn’t able to be away from home for long periods. He
had to come up with some other form of exercise to keep active that fitted his condition
and lifestyle and that he enjoyed and found satisfaction in.
As Malcolm has a balance problem, he really wanted to focus on improving that. He likes to
do a set of balance exercises every day that his physio at the Horton hospital gave him, for
example: holding on to the back of the chair, raising yourself up on your toes which he
repeats 10 times and then does the same but raising up the heels.
Tightrope walking is another balance exercise that offers a real challenge: “The most
difficult exercise is when you walk putting one foot in front of the other. I can’t do that
completely unaided.”
He came to realise that the exercises he had started doing were helping him to improve his
balance, feel stronger and fitter. “I started off doing the balance exercises and I realised I
was trying to do something that was helping me. I also wasn’t going to the gym. I had to try
and think of something that could be done at home. I suddenly thought the stair climb is
meant to be very good for the heart. For my garden path walking I think I was thinking of
captain Tom, although I wasn’t being sponsored. In a way he inspired me. I started to build
up the lengths, I thought, I’ll get to 30, then I got to 40, and when I got up to 50 it was
enough to stretch me. I needed something that was realistic.”
For the strength exercises, Malcolm works from exercises in a booklet. The push ups against
a wall are one of the most difficult strength exercises, he said. He is able to do ten
repetitions and also demonstrated against his garage wall.
According to national guidelines, older adults should try to do strength and balance type of
activity on at least two days per week and aim to do at least 150 minutes of moderate
intensity activity a week or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity activity or a combination of
both. Malcolm was definitely ticking all the boxes in this regard.
His motivation and dedication to daily exercise are impressive and also inspiring, but he is
also very human and kind to himself. “Nearly every day I do the balance exercises and I’ll try
and do some of the stair climbs. If I forget, I don’t get mad, or if I don’t feel like it, I leave
some of them out. But I do enough to make it worthwhile - if you’re going to be hit and
miss, you’re not really going to get the benefit.” He spends about 20 mins per day doing his
exercises.

During the pandemic with all the restrictions it has been a real challenge for all of us to try
and maintain our fitness. Doing exercise has helped Malcolm psychologically, as it helped
him to not feel trapped “you’re not feeling that you are stuck at home at the mercy of
everything. You are taking control,” which is a really important mindset.
During the Covid 19 pandemic he said he feels it is even more important to be active both
for physical and mental health “When you’re not doing the exercises you don’t realise the
damage of being inactive, and it happens slowly. Whereas if you can mobilise to the degree
[you are able to] you feel physically and mentally better.”
But sometimes it can be hard to be motivated. He doesn’t like to give in and not do his
exercises as he would feel guilty which would mitigate the benefits of exercising. Sometimes
he does give in but rather than feeling guilty about it he just thinks “ok I don’t feel like doing
it today, I’m know I’m going to be doing it tomorrow.” It’s really important to remember
that we should be proud of ourselves for being active, however big or small the
achievement is. Doing something is better than doing nothing.
He has found exercise booklets and sheets very helpful during his home exercise regime.
The Active At Home booklet (by PHE) was immensely useful. His advice to others is: “Think
what your health is like and think what you feel you can start to do and just start doing it.”
His practical tips he shared with us were:
• “start gently and try a different range of activities and see what suits you best.
• There’s a lot of advice you can get that’s been tailor made for people who are
perhaps not so mobile.
• Try not to get discouraged, keep going, keep trying and find what works for you”.

